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Cloud can empower business growth in novel ways

Cloud is now an indispensable
lever for enterprises to accelerate
innovation, bring about digital
transformation and achieve faster time
to market. It has enabled new models
of work, including remote working,
collaboration, and rapid innovation
at scale.
Cloud adoption allows small
businesses to go global in a matter
of days and stay relevant in highly
competitive environments. It allows
enterprises to optimize their capital
expenditure and reinvest in other
parts of the business. They can access
infrastructure, platforms, and software
as a service via cloud managed
service providers. This allows them
an efficient, cost-effective way to stay
ahead of competitors and address
growing customer needs.
When used effectively, cloud gives
enterprises complete visibility of their
data and helps streamline business
processes to gather, integrate, analyze
and present insights to key decision
makers. Cloud provides businesses the
capabilities to launch new products
External Document © 2021 Infosys Limited

and services and ensure that the
customer experience is at its best.
On the whole, a well-defined cloud
strategy can help enterprises achieve
economies of scale and unlock new
avenues for growth.
These findings come from an Infosys’
survey of more than 2,500 business
and IT executives across five countries
and 12 industries, carried out between
November 2020 and January 2021.
The findings backed up what we all
already had sensed: Cloud adoption
continued to accelerate, doubling
every two years, and has grown to
touch all aspects of business. More
interestingly, the survey revealed that
cloud could deliver new capabilities
that impact profit growth.
Notably, cloud has advanced from an
IT concern to a core business strategy,
directly linked to revenue, growth,
and new business opportunities.
The research found that effective
cloud usage could add up to US
$414 billion to annual profits in the
markets surveyed by increasing the
development speed and utilizing
cloud capabilities to enable a
competitive edge.

Figure 1. Cloud can empower new
profit growth

Cloud can add US $414 billion to profits
$151
Financial services and insurance

High tech and manufacturing
$ in billion

Enterprises for years have turned
to the cloud for cost savings and
scalability.1 But now that cloud is
more pervasive, it has evolved to
be a business growth enabler. Our
research reveals enterprises that
use cloud effectively can create a
competitive edge and boost profits
through growth, rather than merely
reduce costs.

$124.8

$61.2
Healthcare and life sciences

$54.2
CPG, retail and logistics

$22.8
Telecom and utilities
Speed

Capability

Specifically, we found that the highest
performing businesses had annual
profits growth that correlated with
using cloud to do the following.
1. Speed up how they:
• Launch new solutions
• Add new functionality to software
in use
• Expand processing capacity
2. Improve capabilities that:
• Foster collaboration
• Use artificial intelligence (AI) to
unlock additional value from data
• Automate more processes
• Discover new revenue sources

Cloud Radar 2021: Boosting profits and enabling competitive edge through cloud
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Figure 2. Connecting cloud performance to profits

Survey

Surveyed the cloud adoption and performance of
2,500 respondents, representing businesses with revenue
more than US $500 million across 6 countries and 12 industries

Expert analysis

Interviewed cloud experts to interpret the data and identify the
most important variables

Model

Built model that identified correlations between profitability and
the following variables:
Cloud Capability
Industry
Cloud Speed
Cloud Scale
Cloud Resilience & Security

Insight

Identified that improving performance in Cloud Speed and
Cloud Capability could increase profit growth by up to
11.2 percentage points year on year

Application

Applied model to known financial and economic data on
businesses in the regions surveyed, normalized for differences in
the sample distribution

“Where early cloud was a tool
for allowing companies to
scale rapidly, the modern cloud
allows companies to innovate
rapidly. Cloud has grown to be
pervasive and fast, but it has no
guardrails. Therefore, executives
and technology leaders should
develop methods to provide
visibility, interoperability and
portability across multiple cloud
environments.”
Ravi Kumar S.
President, Infosys

“Enterprises are starting to see
new benefits and profits from
their cloud implementations, but
apprehensions remain as they are
yet to realize the ROI from their
investments. The Infosys Cloud
Radar 2021 study shows that
regardless of industry and region,
cloud performance correlated to
profits to the tune of up to 11.2
percent year-on-year.”
Mohit Joshi
President, Infosys

Outcome

Concluded that up to US$414 billion in profits could be
gained by achieving exceptional levels of cloud performance

6
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But benefits only manifest with deep cloud adoption

Enterprises can achieve these profit
boosts regardless of the industry
they belong to. However, we found
that profitability only manifests when
enterprises have moved heavily
into the cloud and taken thoughtful
decisions on how to arrange and
manage their cloud systems.

Specifically, speed and capability gains
only kick in when an enterprise shifts
60% or more of its systems to the
cloud. Below this point, improvements
can bolster defensive priorities but
won’t significantly move the needle
on delivering a competitive edge.

Yet only a fraction of large enterprises
has reached this level of adoption.
Fewer than one in five have passed the
threshold where cloud performance
contributes to profit growth. But
many are on the way. The Cloud Radar
survey found that 41% of respondents
intend to cross the 60% threshold
by 2022.

Figure 3. Companies with high levels of cloud adoption will more than double

Few companies have shifted >60% tech to cloud thus far, but many intend by 2022
41%

17%

“In a hyper-connected world, cloud
and AI can power scalable mass
automation. By using enterprise
applications on the cloud, business
service providers can engage with
their geographically dispersed
customers in a cost-efficient yet
personalized manner.”
Martha King
Chief Client Officer, Infosys

2020
under 10%

10-19%

2022
20-29%
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30-39%

40-49%

50-59%

60% and up
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The promise of AI and data: Fast-tracking cloud adoption
AI allows businesses to improve
performance through increased
intelligence, data-driven processes,
and a personalized end-user
experience with obvious benefits to
each industry. However, it is difficult to
implement AI without access to huge
computing power.

Second, AI models often require large
amounts of processing power. Cloud
allows enterprises to access such
power on-demand when the need
for AI analysis occurs. Finally, cloud
provides enterprises rich AI tools
available on a per-use basis making it
accessible to almost every company.

Enterprises desiring to harness the
power of AI invariably shift more
to the cloud. They do so for many
reasons. First, cloud can help build
data platforms that consolidate and
surface enterprise data. AI models can
then unleash the value of data in a
new way by making it more usable by
business functions.

The symbiotic relationship between
the two means that enterprises will
adopt AI and cloud simultaneously.
As enterprises advance through their
cloud journeys, increased AI use will
yield better results.
For example, companies in the
minerals industry must maximize
the uptime of their assets to improve

Figure 4: Confidence in the ability to unlock value from data and AI makes a
quantum leap with 80% or more business functions in the cloud.
80% or more

57%

60% to 79%

30%

40% to 59%

30%

20% to 39%

20%

Up to 19%

22%

Very developed

Somewhat developed
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31%

49%
45%
48%

36%
Neutral

12%

15%
21%

29%

yields. To achieve this, many adopt
cloud to manage operational data and
use AI to provide insights to improve
asset performance and efficiency.
The Cloud Radar survey supports this
insight. Companies with 80% or more
of their business functions in the cloud
reported a stronger ability to unlock
value from data and AI using cloud.

“Enterprises must host their data
and AI workloads on the cloud
to harness its full potential. This
way, they benefit from the vast
compute density and flexibility
that cloud offers, and stand ready
to take advantage of emerging
technological advancements.”
Balakrishna D.R.

9% 3%

9%

9%
11%

13%

Somewhat to very undeveloped

Senior Vice President & Head –
AI & Automation Services, Infosys

“Connecting the unconnected
and processing data in real time
unleashes the true power of AI.
This allows enterprises to become
sentient, extract real value
and achieve exceptional cloud
performance. AI and data in the
cloud enables enterprises to break
traditional boundaries and thrive
in a collaborative and symbiotic
business ecosystem.”
Satish H.C.
Executive Vice President,
Data & Analytics, Infosys
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The Cloud Performance Index: How top performers stand out
We scored responses on a scale of
0 to 100 and grouped them into four
cohorts.
1.

Exceptional

But how can this enterprise cloud
performance be measured? To find
out, the Infosys Cloud Radar 2021
survey asked executives how cloud is
empowering their business across four
areas of competency:

2.

Highly effective

3.

Effective

4.

Minimally effective

•

Speed

•

Capability

•

Security and resilience

•

Scale

Finding the proper balance unlocks
powerful cloud capabilities when
focused on orchestrating workloads
for optimal outcomes. Building
interoperability across clouds and
ensuring portability allows enterprises

Figure 5. Cloud performance score distribution by cohort

33%

Respondents

“Changes and emerging business
models in the past two years
required companies to react and
adjust their cloud strategy. Business
resilience became an imperative.
Resiliency allows companies to
remain competitive and relevant in
the minds of customers.”

32%

Anant R. Adya
Senior Vice President and Business Head –
Cloud, Infrastructure & Security Services
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The average cloud performance score
across the sample was 64. American
companies showed the strongest cloud
performance, with more companies
ranking in the top two performance
cohorts. A larger-than-average
proportion of enterprises from Australia
and New Zealand scored in the secondhighest highly effective cohort.

Minimally effective
0

10

20

30

40

50

60

19%
Highly effective

The Infosys Cloud
Performance Index scored
companies based on
business performance in
the cloud.

to shift workloads quickly, thus
delivering high-performance on best-ofbreed cloud platforms. Additionally, this
helps enterprises innovate rapidly.

Effective

The addition of new cloud systems can
be straightforward for new businesses
but requires proper planning for those
with legacy IT systems. This can entail
detailed assessments of cloud readiness
and a well-defined on-boarding strategy.
Based on enterprise workload demands
and strategic direction, the right mix of
public, private and hybrid multi-cloud
systems becomes apparent.

70

16%
Exceptional
80

90

100

Score
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Figure 6. The defining characteristics of each Cloud Radar cohort
Cohorts

Minimally
effective

Effective

Highly
effective

Exceptional

Score

<=58

59-68

69-77

>77

Logic

Half a
standard
deviation
below
mean

Up to onequarter
standard
deviation
above mean

Up to one standard
deviation above
mean

More than
one standard
deviation
above mean

Number of
respondents

811

846

505

399

Percentage of
respondents

32%

33%

19%

16%

Dominant
industries

Healthcare

Even
distribution

Financial services,
telecom, utilities,
and consumer
packaged goods

High tech,
manufacturing,
and financial
services

Top concerns

Vendor
lock-in,
measuring
value
realization

Cost, growing
Lack of skills,
understanding complexity of tech
landscape
and
responding
to business
requirements

Broadly, we found that companies with
exceptional performance on the index
had migrated more systems to the cloud
and adopted more sophisticated cloud
services, applications, and technologies.
Exceptional performers averaged 49%
of tech in cloud, compared to the survey
average of 41% and employed hybrid
multi-cloud arrangements 36% of the
time, while the overall hybrid usage rate
stood at 29%.

12

Security

AI confidence increases in line with
cohort performance. Confidence in AI
increases from 58% in the minimally
effective cohort to 95% in the
exceptional performers’ cohort.
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“Enterprises can only harness the
full impact of cloud through deep
adoption and a thoughtful selection
of private, public and hybrid multicloud systems. They can use cloud
as a tool for growth and a tool to
re-imagine data, processes and
systems.”

Narsimha Rao Mannepalli
Executive Vice President and Head – Cloud,
Infrastructure & Security Services, Infosys

“Cloud enables employees to work
and collaborate in a remote and
distributed environment, saving
jobs and businesses. It provides the
necessary tools to maintain
productivity and safeguard data in
an environment threatened by
cybersecurity risks.”

Andrea Hendrickx
Vice President and
Germany Country Head, Infosys
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Strong cloud performance leads to clarity in IT spending
As enterprises move more of their
workloads and data into the cloud,
they need to be vigilant about what
goes where. Top performers in our
survey tended to use three or more
cloud service providers, giving them
the capability to place workloads on
the cloud service provider that delivers
maximum value.
Working with multiple cloud providers
also means they can bring in an element
of contestability – having more choice in
selecting cloud service providers based
on compliance, compatibility, capability
and cost. Contestability leads enterprises

to better resiliency, and reduces
potential impact during unforeseen
disasters. A multi-cloud strategy requires
modular architecture with greater
emphasis on interoperability.
It is known that enterprises report
regular overspend on their cloud budget
by 25%-30%, leading to millions of
dollars lost.2 But the Cloud Radar survey
found that respondents with stronger
performance and broader multicloud systems also expressed greater
confidence in accurately estimating
the cost of their cloud services provider
selections.

“Offering broad flexibility on cloud
spend essentially means leaving all
taps open in a house. It’s important
to figure out the leakages and
introduce usage limits. Enterprises
can avoid overspending through
predictive analytics, automatic
anomaly detection and self-healing,
along with efficient and continuous
optimization of cloud resources.”

Pradeep Yadlapati
Associate Vice President and
Delivery Head – Cloud Services, Infosys

Figure 7. Cloud spending confidence by cohorts

45%

48%
40%

34%

Minimally effective

17%
8%

Effective

Very uncertain to neutral
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35%

29%
18%

15%

57%

54%

Highly effective
Somewhat confident

Exceptional
Very confident
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Hybrid multi-cloud unleashes greater agility and flexibility
For the purposes of the Cloud Radar
study, we classified cloud deployments
into three categories: public, private and
hybrid multi-cloud.
Public cloud provides scalable, elastic
pay-per-use infrastructure, and brings in
leading edge cloud native technology
and services. Public cloud delivers these
in easily consumable format while
creating business solutions. Private
cloud, a dedicated hosting platform
engineered for specific client needs to
address the compliance and capability
needs of applications including those
that process critical data.
Hybrid multi-cloud deployments seek
to bring the best of public and private
cloud together and have a robust
mechanism to orchestrate workloads to
function properly. It requires a unified
orchestration and management layer
with robust governance to reduce the
complexity and secure operations.
Achieving comparable features of
public cloud on private cloud would
require significant investment in people
and cost.
Cloud Radar respondents turned most
frequently to private cloud – 41% of the
time overall. This tends to be a favored
route of large enterprises that typically
have made significant investments in
their legacy IT estate, in the form of onpremises data centers and co-location
centers. When it’s time to refresh these
systems, the typical advice is to migrate
to a private cloud, given the scale of
infrastructure consumed by these
organizations. In many cases, this could
run to 10,000 virtual machines or more,

External Document © 2021 Infosys Limited

making private cloud a compelling
proposition.
Cloud Radar respondents turned to
public cloud with the least frequency
of our three options – 30% of the
time overall for a variety of functions.
Enterprises with legacy systems can
manage the bulk of their IT on existing
infrastructure but turn to public cloud
for fast-changing and emerging needs
such as e-commerce, data analytics and
data science.

“Enterprises are adopting the
right cloud strategy to deliver an
innovative, secure and sentient
business solution to their customers
with high value quotient. The
right cloud mix – a convergence of
private, public, and hybrid multicloud – provides a well-orchestrated,
integrated, managed and cost
optimized platform,”

Saju Sankarankutty
Vice President and Unit Technology Officer
– Cloud Services, Infosys

Yet, enterprises in our top two cohorts
showed a preference for a hybrid
multi-cloud mix. Hybrid multi-cloud
deployments can bring together the
best features of public and private
cloud, but only with the proper
orchestration and governance. Hybrid
multi-cloud provides businesses with
greater flexibility by moving workloads
between cloud solutions as needs and

costs fluctuate while complying with
regulatory frameworks and keeping
sensitive data on-premises.
Enterprises must make several critical
decisions to develop and maintain a
high-performance hybrid multi-cloud
system. A systematic method to those
decisions can be defined in the four Cs:
capability, compatibility, compliance
and cost.3

• Capability: Assess your requirement
and your cloud provider’s strengths.
• Compatibility: Study how each
cloud platform considered supports
and matches your IT architecture
and landscape.
• Compliance: Companies will have
a good sense of their regulatory
requirements. Ask which cloud
platforms offer built-in support that
matches your needs.
• Cost: Using multiple clouds
gives a business the ability to
manage costs via negotiation and
thoughtful adjustments to what
sort and how much cloud capacity
is bought.
Enterprise SaaS and domain-specific
SaaS solutions are key to enterprise
hybrid multi-cloud strategy. SaaS
provides rich feature sets and faster
time-to-market for standardized
business processes, with low operational
overhead and high reliability.

Cloud Radar 2021: Boosting profits and enabling competitive edge through cloud
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Figure 8. The use of hybrid and private cloud by industry clusters

Hybrid multi-cloud
59% 65%

56% 57%

Cost

Resilience &
security

57% 64%

62% 64%

Access

59% 64%

Scale

Top cloud performers
more frequently opted
for hybrid multi-cloud
in pursuing business
objectives.

62% 65%

Speed

“Enterprises are embracing a
hybrid cloud engagement with
multi‑cloud management platforms
for navigating their digital
transformation journey to
create a profit focused resilient
future for themselves.”

Capability

Top 2 cohorts

All respondents
average for all industries, 59%

average for top 2 cohorts, 63%

Umashankar Lakshmipathy
Senior Vice President and Regional Head –
EMEA Cloud, Infrastructure and
Security Services, Infosys

All respondents
Hybrid multi-cloud 60%

56%

44%

16

62%

72%

Hybrid multi-cloud

59%

62%

Hybrid multi-cloud

56%

40%

Resilience

43%

Access

38%
Scale

41%
Speed

58%

75%

75%
Hybrid multi-cloud

62%

42%

Solely private cloud

Solely private cloud
Cost

57%

Three or more SaaS providers

44%

38%

Solely private cloud

38%

28%

Capability

Cost

Access

Scale
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Solely private cloud

25%
Speed

25%
Capability
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Cloud adoption: Fast and accelerating
More than half of the companies in our survey say that in 2022 they will have moved a majority of their IT systems and business
functions to the cloud.

Figure 9. More than half of IT systems and business functions will be in the
cloud in 2022

50% or more
(1,498
respondents)
786
420

2018

2020

2022

The global pandemic has certainly
played a big role. And for enterprises
with legacy footprints in heavily
regulated industries, such as financial
services and healthcare, public cloud
has become more appealing.
For instance, a large healthcare provider
in the US was in the midst of a major
digital transformation during mid-2019.
The company’s goal was to consolidate
its workloads on Azure, with some

18

>50% of business functions in cloud

Respondent companies

Respondent companies

>50% IT systems in cloud

50% or more
(1,517
respondents)
808

Gautam Khanna

500

2018

“As enterprises seek to move and
accelerate business functions to the
cloud, high upfront costs, lack of
niche skills and technology sprawl
become key barriers. A platform
based modernization approach that
has smart automation and AI builtin can help overcome these barriers.”

Vice President and Global Head –
Modernization Practice, Infosys

2020

2022

workloads running in the Azure public
cloud and some running on-premises
with Azure Stack Hub – a hybrid cloud
arrangement. In 2020, the pandemic
drove a sudden surge in healthcare
memberships, which created the
need to expand capacity as quickly as
possible. Thankfully, given the migration
to Azure, they were able to burst into
the cloud and meet demand quickly.

Cloud Radar 2021: Boosting profits and enabling competitive edge through cloud

“Enterprises desire more efficient
business process and greater
employee productivity. By using
SaaS solutions as part of their
hybrid multi-cloud transformation
strategy, enterprises can deploy new
and richer capabilities faster, gain
access to continuous innovation and
dramatically reduce complexity of
their IT operations.”

Madhan Raj J.
Associate Vice President and
Senior Principal Technology Architect,
Cloud Services, Infosys
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Figure 10. Exceptional performers migrate business functions to cloud faster

Percentage of business functions in the cloud, Exceptional cohort versus all
70%
60%

11%

50%
40%
30%

2%

2%
2%

2%

2%
1%

2%
2%

2%

10%

10%
10%

10%

10%

9%
9%

10%

9%

9%

9%

70%

9%

9%

9%

8%
9%

8%

40%

8%

30%

3%

2018

2020
Exceptional cohort

60%
50%

8%

2022
All respondents

Functions measured
IT support

Business
intelligence
and analytics

Supply chain
management

Our survey inquired on a range of
business functions including IT support,
finance, HR, CRM and ERP. Enterprises
generally had shifted these businesses
functions to cloud evenly. Companies
in the exceptional cohort racked up
a significant lead in shifting business
to the cloud during the last two years.
These early adopters have reaped
the benefits of cloud, which include
significant savings, higher year-on-year
profit growth and greater flexibility.
Yet not all who started early have
sustained their momentum in the cloud.
The study found that the minimally
effective cohort had a head start in 2018
and have advanced very little since then.
As a consequence, this group shows the
greatest concern in their ability to track
and measure value from technology
investments.
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Product design

CRM

ERP

Procurement

“One of the biggest drivers for
cloud adoption of enterprise
applications is its ability to drive
process efficiency, streamline
operations, and deliver a superior
end-user experience. Together with
emerging technologies, this would
help enterprises unlock the ability to
drive intelligent, strategic business
decisions.”

Dinesh Rao
Executive Vice President and Global Head –
Enterprise Application Services, Infosys

Finance

Field
operations

Human
resources

Figure 11. Exceptional performers
accelerated cloud adoption in the
past two years

% business functions in cloud by cohort
52%

38%
37%
34%
33%
2018

44%
42%
41%

2020

Exceptional

Effective

Highly
effective

Minimally
effective
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But cloud adoption has not been
even across the markets we surveyed.
European companies reported lower
amounts of IT in the cloud. Enterprises
from the United Kingdom and France
reported below-average rates of IT in
the cloud. German companies have the
lowest percentage of IT systems and
business functions in the cloud across
the surveyed regions. Despite lagging,
French and UK survey respondents
did signal their intention to accelerate
their IT cloud adoption and cross the
50% mark by 2022. Looking ahead,
companies from the US show the
greatest interest in shifting business
functions to the cloud, followed by
businesses from the UK.

20

Figure 12. Regional comparison of cloud adoption for IT and business functions

% IT systems in cloud

2020

2022

% business functions in cloud

2020

2022

US (43% - 55%)

UK (41% - 54%)

US (43% - 55%)

UK (41% - 54%)

France (38% - 52%)

ANZ (43% - 52%)

France (39% - 53%)

ANZ (43% - 53%)

Germany (36% - 48%)
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Germany (37% - 47%)
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The pandemic’s impact on cloud adoption
Cloud systems delivered a wealth of
patches, workarounds, and fixes to
manage through business and social
disruptions brought on by the Covid-19
pandemic. Defensive or maintenancerelated cloud priorities, including
remote access, security, resilience and
cost, allowed companies to keep the
lights on and sustain their businesses.

That left offensive or progressive
priorities (speed, scale, capacity) to
take a back seat during this crisis’ first
year. But the stage has been set for a
comeback by 2022. Companies predict
they will be in full-throttle offensive
mode by then — heavily relying on the
cloud to unlock new potential rather
than merely making existing operations
more efficient.

Figure 13. Offensive and defensive cloud priorities over time

Top cloud objectives, all respondents
Offense objectives

High priority

Speed: Accelerate
deployment

Figure 13 shows how offensive priorities
declined between 2018 and 2020,
while defensive priorities gained. Yet,
the most interesting aspect is what
companies believe will matter looking
ahead. Offensive priorities are expected
to not only bounce back to pre-Covid
levels but exceed them. Over the next
two years, companies plan to pursue
new opportunities offered by the
cloud aggressively. After all, profits and
offensive priorities are tightly linked.

By 2022, progressive,
offensive cloud objectives
will be the dominant
reasons for companies
going to the cloud.

Capability: Improve
digital capabilities
Scale: Achieve scale
seamlessly

Defense objectives

Low priority

Access: Enable
remote access
Costs: Better
manage costs
2018

2020

2022

Resilience and security:
Foster business resilience

“The ability to develop, test and
deploy software and product
features fast is critical to being
agile and unlocking value. Cloud
enables provisioning infrastructure
on demand while enhancing
continuous integration and delivery.
Having robust cloud capabilities
is central to driving agility in the
enterprise ecosystem.”

Alok Uniyal
Vice President – Quality & Head,
Agile-DevOps Services, Infosys

22
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Unlocking cloud’s potential in specific industries
The Infosys Cloud Radar survey found that enterprises are harnessing cloud to power industry-specific solutions and develop better
strategies for emerging use cases. Here is a look at the top use cases across five groupings of industries.

Healthcare and life sciences

•

24

Improve interoperability and
migrate toward patient focused
services. Patient health data is often
siloed among different medical
practices, hospitals, pharmacies,
and even individual institutions.
A holistic view, which reduces
redundant information gathering
and plugs knowledge gaps, can
offer greater patient centrism and
efficacy.
Accelerate drug discovery and
formulation via digital simulation.
The importance of rapid and
effective drug discovery and
formulation took center stage
during the Covid-19 pandemic.
But long research timelines have
been a fundamental challenge

63%

for the industry. These delays
drive up costs for consumers and
make innovation harder. Digital
simulations and AI on cloud
can aid companies to speed up
drug discovery, ushering in a
pharmaceutical revolution.
•

Drive revenue growth through data
and AI-driven personalized care.
Healthcare consumers expect topnotch customer service from all
providers. They expect companies
to understand their unique needs
and meet them where they are
on the platform of their choice.
Cloud-connected health care
systems enable providers to deliver
personalized patient service.
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Improve interoperability and migrate toward
patient-centric services

59%
Accelerate drug discovery and formulation via
digital simulations

59%
% agree

•

Top ranked use cases

Drive revenue growth through data and AI-driven
personalized care

48%
Expand integration for improved supply chain
management

47%
Scale up telehealth adoption and telehealth
services

24%
Build intelligent systems to support clinical
decisions
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Financial services and insurance

•

Scale up digitization and
automation of traditional processes
and reporting requirements.
Cloud can be a powerful ally
for businesses facing serious
regulatory overhead and
traditional processes. For instance,
cloud data technologies can
help companies identify, analyze,
and backup their data quickly
and inexpensively. This can help
enterprises comply with paper trail
requirements and give regulators
the information they demand.
Connect to open banking systems
and alternative payments.
Open banking systems allow
third party service providers
access to consumer financial data
through APIs. Open banking APIs
enable financial institutions to
meet the changing demands of
customers. Powered by the cloud,
these APIs can improve customer
engagement and address their
particular financial needs in a
secure and agile manner.
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•

Expand and coordinate threat
detection and fraud prevention.
Even a minor security breach
can lead to potential losses in
the millions, even billions. Cloud
security protects data, applications
and infrastructure through a
broad set of policies, controls and
best practices. Through cloudbased intelligence backed by
AI, cloud service providers can
protect enterprise systems against
malicious attacks.

Top ranked use cases
67%
Scale up digitization and automation of traditional
processes and reporting requirements

57%
Connect to open banking systems alternative
payment systems

55%
% agree

•

Expand and coordinate threat detection and
fraud prevention via cloud-native systems

52%
Shift and modernize contact center/customer care

50%
Enhance online and omnichannel customer
experience

18%
Introduce real-time trade payment flow tracking
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CPG, retail and logistics

•

Expand and coordinate threat
detection and fraud prevention.
The CPG, retail and logistics
industries face their own sets
of security and fraud concerns.
Cloud and IT providers offer an
expanding universe of tools
and solutions for their use in
combating malicious actors.
Develop predictive analysis
capabilities to respond more quickly.
Predictive analysis is a perfect use
case for the cloud as it requires
immense compute power and
draws on large volumes of data.
Enterprises in the CPG, retail and
logistics sectors lean on predictive

analysis for customer acquisition
and management, cross-sell/upsell,
campaign management and fraud
management.
•

Enhance online omnichannel
customer experience. Customers
are constantly on different
devices, social media channels and
platforms, and expect businesses
to meet them there. The consumer
experience must be completely
integrated across these different
channels. Cloud technology can
keep cross-channel data in sync
and add a layer of intelligence
with AI.

Top ranked use cases
68%
Expand and coordinate threat detection and
fraud prevention via cloud-native systems

63%
Develop predictive analysis capabilities
to respond more quickly

53%
% agree

•

Enhance online and omnichannel
customer experience

53%
Accelerate time to market

44%
Shift and modernize contact
center/customer care

20%
Migrate to manage very large
data structures
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Telecom

•

Deploy AI and automation for
demand forecasting and load
balancing. Cloud-based load
balancing services support
existing telecom infrastructure
by intelligently routing the traffic
to the most available resources.
Cloud and AI offer the next best
thing — powerful algorithms that
can use past data to predict future
demand patterns, alerting telecom
providers to potential upcoming
increases and declines in demand
by region.
Develop predictive maintenance
capabilities. Telecom companies
are using cloud platforms in
combination with device sensors
to predict service faults even
before they occur, reducing
downtime and potential loss of
business.
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•

Scale up 5G service offerings and
products. Telecom service providers
are able to couple the massive
compute and AI capabilities of the
cloud with 5G’s faster speed and
superior performance to deliver
immersive and engaging valueadded services.

Top ranked use cases
68%
Deploy AI & automation for demand
forecasting and load balancing

59%
Develop predictive maintenance capabilities

59%
Scale up 5G service offerings and products
% agree

•

54%
Bolster field services management

40%
Create intelligent energy optimization capabilities

20%
Develop cloud edge computing capabilities
and offerings
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Utilities

•

28

Develop predictive maintenance
capabilities. Consumers expect
almost total reliability and uptime
from utilities. Organizing and
storing the performance data of
system components on cloud
and using AI to flag concerns
and preempt failures can bolster
reliability.

•

Bolster field services management.
Cloud can help companies keep
track of their field employees’ data
and deploy them efficiently. This
can include intelligently matching
service providers to tasks based on
experience, current location and
other factors.

Deploy AI and automation for
demand forecasting and load
balancing. Cloud and AI offer
utilities the next best thing to a
window into the future: powerful
algorithms that can use past data
to predict future demand patterns.
Armed with these insights, utilities
businesses can prepare to serve
customers better.
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Top ranked use cases
63%
Develop predictive maintenance capabilities

58%
% agree

•

Deploy AI and automation for demand
forecasting and load balancing

55%
Bolster field services management

52%
Create intelligent energy optimization
capabilities
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High tech and manufacturing

•

Improve visibility for inspection and
quality check functions. Effective
quality control can make or break
businesses in the high tech and
manufacturing industries. Cloud
can help pull data from different
parts of the industrial process and
provide a unified view. At the same
time, it can equip quality control
analysts with AI and additional
tools to detect and preempt
anomalies.
Use cloud-based engineering and
CAD tools for product development.
Rapidly iterating on prototypes
is how companies can innovate
and distinguish themselves. But
the product development cycle
is long and expensive, meaning
that companies cannot fully utilize
their in-house creativity. Cloudbased engineering and CAD tools
make it easy for employees across
locations to propose, develop and
iterate on ideas in shorter cycles.
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•

Deploy new sensor driven
capabilities, such as telematics and
the internet of things. Enterprises
in the manufacturing sector
use the cloud to aggregate data
from sensors and draw insights.
When coupled with AI and
machine learning, these emerging
technologies are powering smart
factories that can self-optimize
performance, self-adapt and
learn from emergent conditions,
and run autonomous production
processes.

Top ranked use cases
63%
Improve visibility for inspection and quality
check functions

61%
Use cloud-based engineering and CAD tools
for product development

58%
% agree

•

Deploy new sensor-driven capabilities
such as telematics and IoT

50%
Create intelligent energy optimization
capabilities

44%
Better integrate with suppliers and partners

25%
Improve supply chain planning, forecasting,
visibility and inventory management
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Conclusion
For years, cloud has enabled
enterprises to work more efficiently
and optimize IT costs. By doing so,
cloud has spread to all aspects of
business, and in the process, cloud
has evolved to empower an everexpanding universe of business
objectives.
New technologies, enhanced
connectivity and abundant computing
power have converged in cloud
systems to deliver new business
growth and foster innovation. AI and
data together in the cloud deliver
richer benefits, and in turn, induce
more cloud adoption. Our survey
found deep cloud adoption is critical
to achieving exceptional business
performance.
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Public and private cloud provide
future-ready technology that
can empower enterprises across
industry verticals to reap benefits of
business continuity, refresh aging
infrastructure, address capacity and
scalability requirements, optimize
costs and increase collaboration. Our
survey found that exceptional cloud
performers more frequently chose
hybrid multi-cloud arrangements.
Enterprises with higher cloud
performance indexes more frequently
use the cloud for progressive
cloud goals such as speeding up
development and time-to-market and
discovering new revenue sources.

“Emerging technologies, enhanced
connectivity and abundant
computing power have converged
in cloud systems to deliver new
business growth and foster
innovation. Cloud can empower
enterprises across industry
verticals to reap benefits of
business continuity, refresh aging
infrastructure, address capacity and
scalability requirements, optimize
costs, and increase collaboration.”

Rajesh Varrier
Senior Vice President and Head –
Digital Experience & Microsoft Cloud, Infosys
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Survey methodology
Infosys commissioned an independent third-party web survey covering 2561 respondents, conducted between November 3,
2020, to January 3, 2021. The quantitative and qualitative survey focused on business executives from enterprises with more
than US $500 million in revenue from the U.S., U.K., France, Germany, Australia and New Zealand.

Respondents by revenue

Respondents by industry
406

High tech

396

Financial services

345

Logistics

26%

301

Lifesciences

US $3 billion to
$4.99 billion

185

Telecom

16%

40%
US $1 billion to
$2.99 billion

158

Consumer packaged goods

103

Insurance
Automotive

Respondents by country

90

Retail

Healthcare

18%

US $500 million
to $999 million

353

Utilities

Manufacturing

US $5 billion
or more

79

UK

74

20%

71

US

39%

Germany
France

11%

10%

Australia and
New Zealand

20%
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About Infosys Knowledge Institute
The Infosys Knowledge Institute helps industry leaders develop a deeper understanding of business and technology trends
through compelling thought leadership. Our researchers and subject matter experts provide a fact base that aids decision
making on critical business and technology issues.
To view our research, visit Infosys Knowledge Institute at infosys.com/IKI
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